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Abstract  —  The results of photoluminescence (PL) imaging 
performed with a laser line scan in a prototype setup are 
presented in this work. Here we show the PL images with the 
photovoltaic cell positioned at different distances from the laser 
line source, therefore with the beam at different intensities and 
line characteristics. This study is motivated by the time 
demanding process of acquiring luminescence images for 
accurate PV inspections in the field, usually made with 
electroluminescence imaging. The PL imaging induced by a laser 
line has the potential to be compact enough to be portable and 
carried out by drones for field inspections. 




It is essential for owners of both small and large-scale PV 
installations to have the expected energy generated out of their 
investment. To ensure that, regular fault detection is highly 
desirable, however level of detail in inspections is often 
limited by time, cost and available manpower. Luminescence 
imaging is a very powerful technique to overcome the time 
and manpower limitations to accurately detect a large range of 
major and minor faults in PV modules. In contrast with 
current field inspection methods, such as infrared 
thermography and IV tracing, the range of faults that can be 
detected by luminescence include cell cracks, broken 
interconnections and potential induced degradation (PID) [1]–
[3].  
Luminescence can be induced by electricity, thus called 
electroluminescence (EL), requiring electrical contacts, which 
usually is not trivial and can take as much or longer time than 
the image acquisition of the corresponding PV installation 
itself.  Alternatively, luminescence can also be driven by light 
therefore called photoluminescence. The sun would be the 
straightforward way to induce PL; however, as the sunlight is 
orders of magnitude more intense than the luminescence 
signal, the need for modulation between open and short circuit 
to obtain the PL image arises, which again requires electrical 
connections. Strategies such as contactless EL presented by 
Johnston et al. [4] and the recent study presented by 
Bhoopathy et al. [5] using an LED illuminated control cell per 
bypass diode in the module, are valuable contributions to 
avoid electrical contact to acquire luminescence images. 
However, these strategies present also speed limitations and 
require tight proximity to the surface of the module. 
Additionally, a line scan provides the possibility to detect 
faults not shown in uniformly illuminated PL, as it is the case 
with the PL with sunlight excitation. A line scan drives a 
current throughout the cell, revealing contact related faults and 
not only structural wafer defects as it does for uniformly 
illuminated PL [4], [6]. 
As outdoor EL is more frequently implemented in the field, 
with several developments for automated inspection [2], [7], 
an increasing concern rises regarding the limitation that the 
electrical connections bring to the inspection speed. In the 
effort to avoid both electrical contact and time restrictions for 
PV inspections, the development of a line shaped laser light 
source for inducing PL on PV cells, and modules in the future, 
is in progress. While here we present the study performed with 
a prototype setup on a PV cell, the final goal is to be able to 
induce PL from a single laser light source in a line shape over 
a PV module, pulsed in synchronization to the camera 
acquisition for ambient light subtraction. For this goal many 
parameters have to be optimized such as: beam properties and 
PL signal correlation at different distances and scanning 
speeds; effects of the camera moving with laser line beam; 
proper image reconstruction and image processing for signal 
improvement and noise removal. 
In this study, we address some of these parameters and 
compare different defects detection in EL and PL images 
acquired with the laser line positioned at different distances 
from the sample, which lead to different beam intensities and 
line characteristics due to the optics construction. The 
qualitative results of this study will be taken into consideration 
for the construction of the final prototype in the near future. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND METHODOLOGY 
A. Samples description 
Three 156 mm x 156 mm PV cells were used in this work: i) 
a regular mono-crystalline silicon cell (Mono-Si), presenting 
finger interruptions; ii) a regular multi-crystalline silicon cell 
(Multi-Si), presenting faults mainly related to electrical 
contacts; and iii) a multi-crystalline black silicon (Black-Si) 
textured using reactive ion etch (RIE), presenting electrical 
 contact and structural faults related with low minority carrier 
effective lifetime. 
 
B. Setup and laser line properties 
The luminescence emission peak for silicon-based solar 
cells at ambient temperature is centered at 1150 nm [8]. Two 
camera detectors are commonly used to acquire such 
emission: i) cooled Si charge-coupled devices (CCD) ii) and 
short-wave infrared (SWIR) InGaAs sensors. Only the second 
allows short enough integration times for non-stationary 
luminescence image acquisition [9] or a fast line scanning 
imaging, which is  crucial for this work. For this reason, an 
InGaAs camera from Raptor Photonics is used here, together 
with a long-pass filter to avoid the detection of the laser line.  
PL images under low intensity natural light were acquired 
using an 800 nm laser diode, with the PV samples in open 
circuit conditions (Fig. 1). The camera was kept fixed in its 
position at approximately one meter from the sample. The 
laser line beam coming from a fiber was shaped into a line 
with <5% of optical power loss and placed at three different 
distances (indicated in Fig. 1) from the sample: 48 (Distance 
1), 80 (Distance 2) and 104 cm (Distance 3). The distances 
were chosen considering the following criteria: minimum 
distance to generate a beam wide enough to cover the entire 
sample; best focus distance for the current optics; and largest 
distance before the occurrence of optical power loss due to the 
current optics.  
The setup was built as a freely movable setup, as the goal is 
to have a line scan not attached to an installation structure but 
from a movable source, ideally a drone. The line beam was 
manually scanned over the cell area and performed in 
approximately 4 s, while the images were acquired under 28 
ms exposure time. Every PL line image from the scan was 
stacked together using the software ImageJ and the standard 
deviation of the stack was used as the final spatially resolved 
PL image. The beam sizes and characteristics at different 
distances are illustrated in Fig. 2. The thickness of the each 
beam was 11, 4 and 5 mm respectively.  
Table 1 shows the approximate laser beam line light 
intensity in terms of sun irradiance (corresponding to 1000 W 
m-2) for the three different distances illustrated in Fig. 2. The 
values are based on the optical power verified at the beam 
using a power meter, and calculated using the nominal optical 
loss of lenses and beam line characteristics. The laser power 
intensity from the fiber was kept constant (unless indicated in 
section III.A) for the different distances and samples, however 
the Black-Si sample presented a relatively lower PL signal 
than the Mono and Multi-Si sample. Therefore, a higher laser 
power intensity was applied in order to make qualitative 
comparison of the images easier. 
 
TABLE I 
APPROXIMATE LIGHT INTENSITY OF PL EXCITATION LASER 
LINE AT DIFFERENT DISTANCES FROM SAMPLE TO BEAM SOURCE  
 Laser line intensity in Suns 
 Distance 1 Distance 2 Distance 3 Mono-Si and Multi-Si 4.8 8.4 5.8 
Black-Si 5.6 9.8 6.7 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Laser intensity and repeated scans comparison 
Fig. 3 shows the Mono-Si sample PL images taken at 
Distance 2 under different laser line intensities. The manual 
movement was tentatively performed with the same duration 
(4 s) and at constant speed for all the scans. However, the 
scanning total durations differ from each other and the speed 
during the scans slightly varied. The real time duration of the 
cell scan calculated from the scanning image sequence in 
seconds is indicated under each PL image in Fig. 3. Slight 
variations in speed occurred during the scan, even when the 
total time was identical, evidenced by longitudinally darker 
and lighter areas in the cell from top to bottom.  
The PL images taken with 5.5 and 7.0 Suns equivalent light 
intensity presented good PL qualitative results, however, 8.4 
Suns showed to be the least sensitive to scanning speed 
variations than the first two intensities. At the same time, 9.8 
 
 
Fig. 1. PL laser line scan setup. 
 
Fig. 2. Laser beam characteristics in relation to a PV sample for 
distances 1, 2 and 3 from beam source to the sample (see Fig. 1 
and text for details). 
 Suns was the light intensity that showed the highest sensitivity 
to the scanning speed. 
From this, we observed that a range of intensities can be 
selected to acquire good qualitative results. At the same time, 
while maximum and minimum scanning speeds still need to 
be evaluated depending on laser intensity and camera 
exposure time, the results pointed out a high sensitivity of the 
setup to slight changes in scanning speeds. 
 
B. Distances comparison and fault detection 
The PL images obtained for the three samples using the PL 
laser line scan are shown in Fig. 4 in comparison with their 
corresponding EL images (on the right). For all samples, there 
is a good agreement between EL and PL images. In general, 
Distance 1 presented a lower PL signal (reflected by the lower 
light intensity); Distance 2 presented the best defect contrast, 
thanks to the well-focused beam; and Distance 3 presented the 
noisiest signal of the three. Even though the images presented 
distinguable faults in the situations studied, lower PL signal 
and high levels of noise can be detrimental to the ability to 
detect some defects, therefore the focus of the beam will be 
taken specially into consideration in the future setup 
productions and applications. 
At all distances the PL final image had some dependency to 
the speed homogeneity of the scan. The PL images are 
markedly more intense in the areas that the beam passed 
slower, and they are darker where it was faster. The images 
can also have more separation between one line and the other 
during image reconstruction when the beam passed slower. 
The line shape is characterized by a lower intensity towards 
the bottom of the beam (see Fig. 2). This creates the darker 
area in the bottom of all PL images from Fig. 4 with reference 
to the Mono-Si sample EL image. 
Mono-Si sample PL shows clearly several finger 
interruptions, though EL shows few of them that do not appear 
in PL with this current setup. Finger interruptions are a contact 
related fault; therefore, its detection is not possible for fully 
illuminated PL. On the other hand, a line scan implements a 
driving force for lateral currents (i.e. a contactless EL effect) 
in the non-illuminated cell regions. This only happens due to 
the high carrier mobility c-Si PV cells [6].  
The Multi-Si sample shows contact related faults from the 
right side to the center of the cell in the EL image. These areas 
appear bright in the PL images, indicating a higher series 
resistance in such areas. This type is an example of fault that 
could be identified by either luminescence techniques 
individually. 
For the Black-Si sample, comparing PL and EL images was 
essential to differentiate between electrical and wafer 
structural defects. The darker region in the central bottom area 
in the EL image would normally indicate a reduced minority 
carrier lifetime fault, due to its shape and characteristics. 
However, when compared with PL, it reveals to be a contact 
problem, since PL images are directly correlated with the 
reduced minority carrier lifetime and this fault would appear 
darker as well in the PL image [10]. Furthermore, this darker 
region in EL does not allow distinguishing the apparent 
structural defect with a mesh shape that starts at the top left of 
the sample and extends until the bottom. The lower minority 
carrier effective lifetime may be due to higher-than-average 
surface damage induced by RIE, or by lower-than-average 
quality of the front surface passivation. A long horizontal 
micro crack was better identified in the PL images, hidden by 
the contact fault in the EL image. Firing defects leading to 
higher series resistance were also revealed in PL images only, 
however the scanning speed dependency might have enhanced 
brightness in the firing defect corresponding areas, especially 
in Distances 1 and 2. Defects originated during firing appear 
to be common when using Black Si as surface texturing. It is 
not conclusive, but the contact fault was not directly 
identifiable in with PL only. The comparison between EL and 
PL makes the cell diagnosis much more certain in the case of 
this sample.  
 
Fig. 3. PL images induced with laser line scan from the Mono-Si at 
Distance 2, under different laser intensities (in Suns) in three repeated 
scans with slightly different scanning times (in seconds). 
 IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In this work we presented the PL images with laser line 
scan on different samples, laser intensities and beam sizes 
(corresponding to different distances sample-beam source). 
The PL images were performed on three different samples and 
compared with their EL images. 
The PL induced by a laser line scan with different laser 
intensities pointed out a strong sensitivity of the prototype 
setup to slight variations in the scanning speed (not 
necessarily scanning duration in the time scale studied), more 
accentuated in 9.8 Suns laser intensity with the Mono-Si 
sample. This fact guides the development of precise 
mechanical scan for the next prototype and a trending limit for 
the laser line intensity. Moreover, the study of maximum and 
minimum scanning speeds must be evaluated depending on 
laser intensity and camera exposure time in a future work. 
PL images acquired at different distances indicated that 







Fig. 4. PL images induced with laser line scan from the Mono-Si, Multi-Si and Black-Si samples at three different distances (see text for 
details) from the beam source in comparison with the corresponding EL image to the right. 
 noise in the images that could be crucial for some defects 
diagnosis, therefore the focus of the beam and minimal optical 
power loss at higher distances will be taken especially into 
consideration for a setup for full module PL line scan. 
The PL line scan potential to identify the same or more 
faults than EL has been observed, but the combination of 
techniques leaded to a more complete report in the case of the 
Black-Si sample.  
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